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PROGRAM MANAGER 
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G. A. Blaine - Sinclair Research, Inc. 
R. '1'. Ellington - Sinclair Oil Cind Gas Company 
K. 	 M. Elliott - Mobil Research and Development Corpordtion 

Att: W. W. Hamilton 
Att: F. E. Ray 

E. J. Moll - Mobil Research and· Development Corporation 
R. ,-lungen - Pan American Petroleur.} Corporation 
B. L. Schulman - Esso Research and Engineering Cornpany 
D. C. Smith - Phillips Petroleum Company 
J. H. Smith - Continental Oil Cor;·lpany 
R. V. Smith - Phillips PetroleuM Co~pany 
'VI7. O. Taff - Hur:1ble Oil and Refining Company 

Gentlemen: 

This letter vlith attachments covers operations on Retort No. 3 
for Runs CIOS6 through CIOS8. These three runs were the last 
attempts (of six) to operate Retort:\lo. 3 with the liquid dis
engagement deck. It will be recalled thZi.t the objective i;:1 
liquid removal was to improve oil yields with the 1/4 to 1 inch 
shale and extend the range of operability. 

Refer to the September 1967, Monthly Progress Memorandun which 
discusses each of the Cl056 to ClOSS runs in detail. A Log of 
Operations is attached. 

The last two attachments cover some addi tion.al data obtCl.ined 
from the crushing research prograr,lS. One attachment covers 
the secondary crushing tests by HcLanahan Corporation vii th a 
tooth type double roll crusher, while the other attaclL."11ent is 
the operating data fer the month of August 1967"for the Allis
Chalmers secondary crusher. You may wish 'to add these attachments 
to the transmittal 1l2!tter of August 31, 1967 \'lhich cont<:tins other 
crushing research program data. 

Yours truly, 

1?H ~(~,,--
R. H. Cramer 
Program Nanager 

RLClarnpitt 
RAReitz :gw 

cc: ~. L. HeiSel ""'/0 attach_~ 
.._-_._----------- 



LOG OF OPERATIONS 

RUNS Cl056 - Cl058 

Time, 
Date Hours Remarks 

8/17/67 	 Plans made to operate only one surge tank and one filter 
to deck wash system. When net oil is produced will go 
to two system operation to determine if oil is coming 
from cyclones or deck. 

1430 	 Retort turnaround list complete. 

1715 	 All mechanical changes complete - retort crew getting 
systems tested. Filled surge and filter tanks with 
oil. 

1905 Took pictures of disengager deck system. 


1930 Set total liquid recirculation rate to deck 110 gallons 

per minute. 

2100 Began filling retort with shale. 

2130 Roll feeder trouble - chain idler on west end broke. 

8/18/67 0530 Complete repairs on idler. 

0900 Retort full of shale - began 3-hour circulation. 

1247 Run Cl056 - Fired line burner at 700 F. 

1445 Raised line burner temperature to 900 F. 

1540 02 in vent gas - 11.0%. 

1555 02 in vent gas - 8.3%. 

1602 Cut air to 1,075 SCFM. 

1630 Air now 915 SCFM, 02-:- 4.3%. 

1640 Air now 850 SCFI1. 

1655 Air 780 SCFM, 02 - 2.2%. 

1700 Startup proceeding similarly to previous runs. 
East side slow at firing off. Also loosing some oil 
level in west deck system surge tank. 

1945 Cut line burner temperature 100 F, 02 - 0.7%. 

1950 Unit doesn't look good - west side pretty hot. 

2000 Cut recycle to 2,020 and then to 1,900 SCFM. 
Offgas temperatures are split 13 F - west side hot. 

I 
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8/18/67 2025 West getting hot again. Cut recycle to 1,850 SCFM, 
oil level still dropping in west surge tank. 

2100 Start PTCl056, recycle 1,750 SCFr1, air 690 SCFH. 

2215 	 Shut off oil circhlation to cyclones. Possibly 
cyclone wash is plugged. Also cut oil circulation 
to deck. 

2230 Cut line burner 100 F. 

2340 Cut line burner out - surge ~ank level lo~ steady, 
not loosing level. 

2400 Placed cyclone wash back into service. 
Total oil flow back to 110 gallons per minute. 

8/19/67 	 0130 Unit operation appears to be deteriorating. 

0155 Cut recycle to 1,650 SCFH. 

0200 TR2-8 climbed up to within 100 degrees of TR2-7 
bad sign. 

0205 Cut off oil flow to cyclones. 

0220 TR2-8 now back down in temperature to normal 
level 

0430 Oil level increasing slowly in west surge. 

0540 TR2-7 west combustion zone temperature heating 
up - now 1,900 F, cut-air to 640 SCFM. 

0605 TR2-7 going up, cut air to 600, and recycle 
to 1,500 SCFM. 

0615 TR2-7 - 2,000 F, cut air to 500 SCFM. 

0700 Start Shutdown - unit. clinkered. 

2000 Found clinker on air distributors across west end of 
retort. The south center deck chute bridged over with 
oily shale. This was packed raw shale with lots of oil. 

2130 Retort clean - lots of oily deposits. Grids open and 
relatively clean. 

8/22/67 2030 Mechanics turned retort over to operators following 
hardwa.re changes for Run Cl057. 

2'245 Started filling retort with 1/4 to 1 inch shale. 

http:hardwa.re
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8/23/67 0200 

0400 

0445 

0500 

0700 

0830 

0912 

1000 

1205 

1245 

1320 

1345 

1444 

1600 

1630 

1700 

1900 

2030 

2100 

8/24/67 0210 

0230 

0230 

0400 

Retort full - start .J-hour circulation. 
Pressure drop across deck reached 13 inches H20 
with ~tartup gas rates - cQld retort. 

Bottom pressure now 7 1/2 inches water and ~P 
across deck is down to 6 inches H20. 
Circulation loosens up bed. 

Fired line burner to 400 F. 


Raised line burner to 700 F. 


Raised line burner to 900 F. 


Cut air by 75 SCFi.,1 - 02 - '7.8%. 


Air to 815 SCFM, 02 - 2.9%. 


~"lall temperatures 7 inches above air distributor 

are high - 1,600 F. 


Making some oil out of grid system since 0915 hours. 


Cut recycle to 2120 SCFM, air 735 SCFM. 


West side combustion zone getting very hot - TR2-7. 
1,700 F. 


Decision made to increase recycle gas to raise deck 

gas temperature to 600 F. 


Raised recycle to 2,170 SCFl'i. 


Offgas temperatures split 9 degrees. 


Drained surge tank. tlade net 621 pounds of liquid 

from deck since 0915 hours. 


Raised recycle to 16,000 SCF/T. 


Line burner now phased out. 


RecycIe up to 2, 280 SCF~'l. 


Start PTCl057. 


West side combustion zone heating up. 


TR2-7 west side reached 1,800 F before it started 

down. 


TR2-8 now punches with TR2-7 on west side at 
1,200 F. (This is one sign of clinker.) 

Retort looking better - TR2-8 at 930 F, TR2-7 
at 1,175 F, 02 - 0.6%. 
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-8/24/67 0500 Air 666 SCFM, recycle 2,290 SCFM. 

0700 . Retort looks good. All combustion zone temperatures 
together. Made about 0.41 barrel per hour during 
the night from deck system. Gas 300 F in deck area. 

0810 Raised recycle to 2,350 SCFM or 17,000 SCF/T. 

0930 Cu~ air to 620 SCFM or 4,500 SCF/T to keep C02 below 
30%. 

1300 Raised recycle ,to 17,500 SCF/T. 
Spent shale shows from 2.5 to 6.2 gallons of oil 
per ton during last 24 hours. 

1340 Cut air to 600 SCFM to hold C02 to 29 to 30%. 

1435 Deck pressure drop up to 16.8 inches water. 
Temperature 520 F in deck. 

1815 Bias east to west in combustion zone temperatures of 
600 F. 

1945 TR2-4 combustion zone peaked out at 2,050 F 
in five punches. 

2QOO Recycle up to 18,100 SCF/T, air 4,127 SCF/T. 

2150 TR2-4 2,100 F - cut air. 

2225 Began shutdown. Center still hot. Clinker found in 
center and northwest corner. Clinker was hard. 
Start retort turnaround. 

8/29/67 1120 Start filling retort with 1/4 to 1 inch shale for 
next RUn Cl058. Hardware changes were made. 

1515 Retort full - began 3-hour circulation. 

1815 Fired line burner to 400 F. 

1830 Raised line burner to 700 F. 

2030 Raised line burner to 900 F. Signs show a little 
burning action now. 

2230 Oil surge tank level start to rise slowly. 

2330 TR2-7 - west side jumped from 1,250 to 1,700 F 
in two punches or about 5 minutes. Cut air. 

8/30/67 0010 Cut air below target curve to 950 SCFr.1. 

0125 Corrective action seems to work - TR2-7 - nOvl 

running 1,400 to 1,500 F. 
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8/30/67 0230 	 TR2-7 west side peaked again at 1,850 F. 
Cut air to 920 SCFM. 

0420 	 TR2-7 dropped to 1,250 F. 

0905 	 Start transition to 500 mass rate conditions. 

0945 	 Changed run target conditions to 500 mass rate, 
4,900 SCF/T air, 12,500 SCF/T recycle. . 
Unit appears to be clinkered in west side. 

2045 	 Increased air and recycle, unit looks bad. Cool in 
east side and hot in west. 02 ~ 0.8%. Offgas 
split, east cold - west hot. 

2200 	 Combustion zone temperatures skewed. 

8/31/67 0900 	 Off test ClOs8-l. 

2100 	 End test CIOs8-2. Start shutdo\.'Tn. 
Unit was clinkered in northwest and southwest corners. 
Clinker was hard and located above air distributors. 

RLClampitt 
9/19/67 
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Ital' F" RUMaAUG... 

CALES MANAGER 

HOLLIDAYSBURG, PA.16648 
695.9807 (Area Code aU) 

September 14, 1967 

. AIR MAIL 

Mobil Oil Corporation 

Research Department 

Rifle, Colorado 81650, 


Attention: Mr. R. A. Reitz 

SUBJECT: Oil Shale Crusher Tests 

Dear Mr. Rei tz : 

This will confirm our phone conversation with your Mr. Ken Jagel recently 
following completion of secondary crushing tests in our Hollidaysburg l~boratory. 

As we explained to Mr. Jagel, our delay in running these tests was due to the 
fact that we had hoped to have a commercial size Double Roll Crusher going through 
our shops with proper roll su~faces to run these tests but unfortunately all the 
crushers we have completed since receiving your sample have hot incorporated 
proper tooth design for the stated reduction. . 

Realizing that any further delay in conducti~g these tests would be extremely 
inconvenient to you, we mounted rolls on our 24" diameter laboratory Double Roll 
Crusher with intermeshing teeth of appropriate height to handle the size material 
contained in your sample and we believe the test results can be considered fairly 
representative of those which would be obtained from a larger diameter crusher". 

It is our understanding that the sample forwarded to us was the +2-1/2" portion 
of the product from your primary Jaw Crusher and that the maximum size piece you 
normally obtain from the Jaw Crusher would riot exceed 4" x 12" x 15". with the Jaw 
Crusher set at 4" closed side, 5" open side setting. 

Three separate tests were conducted as indicated by our encl;;?'Sed test result data 
sheets dated September 7, 1967. 	 ,. 

Test I was conducted at a 2-1/4" setting between rolls for a nominal ':'3" product 
in open circuit. As you can see, the product contained 96.2% -3" and we trust that 
the small percent oversize would be acceptable. 

"-' 	Test #2 was conducted with' a roll setting of 1-7/8" for a nominal -2" product 
in open circuit, and as you can see·we obtained 96.8% -2". 

DEPENDABLE PIT. MINE AND QUARRY EQUIPMENT SINCE 1835 
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SHEET NO. ,,' McLANAHAN CORPORATION 2 Mobil Oil Corporation 

Rifle, Colorado 

September 14, 1967 

In test #3, we employed the same roll setting as test #1, namely a 2-1/4" setting, 
in an effort to obtain a nominal -2-1/2" product with approximately 10% oversize 
for recycling in a closed circuit. 

Our procedure in test #3 was to run a representative sample of raw material through 
the crusher after establishing the setting for a planned 10% oversize. Actually 
our +2-1/2" oversize amounted to 9% and this was recycled through the crusher with 
a new sample of raw material to obtain the sizes listed under test #3 on page 2 
of our enclosed data sheet. 

You will note under test #3 that we have listed the total screen analysis of the 
product coming from the crusher after recycling the oversize and we have also 
projected this to what we would refer to as a "true end product" considering 100% 
passing 2-1/2". 

It is hoped that these tests will be significant in your overall evaluation of 
crushing equipment for oil shale and we should add that careful consideration was 
given to your desire to obtain an absolute minimum of fines. 

As suggested by your Mr. Ken Jagel during our phone conversation, we are returning 
representative portions of the crushed material from tests #1, 2 and 3. 

The sample we are returning marked test #3 will be the total crushed product 
coming from the secondary crusher including 7.5% +2-1/2" oversize which would 
normally be 'the material for recycling. 

After you have had a chance to evaluate the sample and our test results, we trust 
that you will advise in what way we can assist-you further. If a specific 
recommendation is desired at this time on either primary or secondary crushers 
for oil shale it would be necessary for us to know the required capacity in tons 
per hour, three dimensions of the expected maximum feed size and any other pertinent 
application data.' 

A copy of our test results is being forwarded to Mr. Bill Cannon of National Equipment 
Company, our representatives in Salt Lake City~ since he has been in touch with you 
in connection with your project. 

Thank you very much for the opportunity of conduc.ting these tests and we trust that 
we might have the pleasure of working with you further on this interesting project. 

cc: The National Equipment Co. 
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.. 
TEST RESULTS 
I 

Company: Mobil.Oil Corporation Date: September 7, 1967 
Location: Rifle, Colorado 
~terial: Oil Shale 
Feed Size: +2-1/2" Ecalped oversize from Primary Jaw Crusher Product. 

Max. piece in sample received 4" x 12" x 15" 
Desired Product: 

Test 1. minus 3" in open circuit (allowable 2% oversize) 
Test 2. minus 2" in open circuit (allowable 2% oversize) 
Test 3. minus 2-1/211 in closed circuit ",:/10% recycle load. 

Type Test: Crush and Screen . 
~chineSUsed: Laboratory 24!1 dia. x 6" Double Roll; Gilson Screen 
Misc. Informa tion: (1) Rolls both with 5/8" and 1/2" teeth 118302 

(2) Roll Speed 150 R.P.M•(3). All screens with square openings. 

TEST #1 -- Roll setting body to body 2-1/4" for '8 -3" product, open circuit. 

Screen Size Cumulative Percent Passing 
-- -4" -- ...... ----------------------------.-.-- --100.00% 

3" ----------------------------------- 96.2% 
211 ----------------------------------- 68.91
1-1/2" ----------------------------------- 33.9% 
1" ----------------------------------- 17.8%
3/4" -------------,,--------------.,-_....-- 12.910 
1/2" ---------------------r------------ 8.1% 
1/4", --------.----------------------..--- 3.7% 

TEST (;2 -- Roll setting body to body 1-7/8" for -2" product, open circuit • 

Screen Size ..£!!mu1ative..~Percent Passing 

100.0'7.3" ------------------------------------ 96;8%2" ------------------------------------lit _-----_______________________________ 73.7%1-1/2" ------------------------------------
29.5% 

3/4" --------------------------....--------- 19.0% 
11.9%1/2" --------------------------------~----

1/4" ----------..-------------------------- 5.5% 

" 
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212. Page 2. 

"- TEST #3 	 Roll setting body to body 2-1/4" for -2-1/2" product, closed 

circuit, planned recycle load of 10%. Note: product shown is 

second rerun, feed included +2-1/2" oversize from previulS run. 


Cumulative Percent Passing Cumulative Percent Passing 
~~reen Size (total crusher product) . (-2-1/2" fraction only) 

3" ---...--.------------ 100.0%2-1/2 tt ___________________ _ 
92.5% 100.0% 

2'1 .------------------- 71.4% i7.0% 
1-1/2" -------------------- 30.2% 32.6% 

13.0% 	 14.1%1" ------------------- 

1/2
3/4" -------------------- 9.0% 9.9% 

1
• -------------------- 5.7% 6.1'7.. 

1/4" -------------------- 2.7% -------------------- 2.9% 

~cLANAHAN CORPORATION 
Hollidaysburg, Penna. 

--_...................._
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